
SOUNDMONEY
Bleeps, coos, grunts, pings, twangs-

Suzanne Ciani synthesizes them all in the lucrative
commercials that bear her unique signature

STEPHEN KINDEL

f n her insulated laboratory, high above Man-
I hrrrrn'. noisv streets. s#"onl Ci"rri *orks
lu ,h. dark, syntheslzing yet another sound.
Digital waveforms march in jagged blue ranks
across an oscilloscope screen. The red phhead-
size dots of excited LED's wink on and off. Wave
envelopes and statistical tables appear and dis-
appen on a CRI leaving trails of fluorescent
green. Her long fingerc tripping asoss a comput-
er keyboard Ciani keeps reshaping the wave,
constantly fiddling until the images satisfy the
equations.

At lasg all harmonics in order, she ttrows the
final switch. From the innards of a New England
Digital Synclavier II emerges an unmistakable
sound-the fizz of cola about to be poured from a

can. To Ciani, it is also the effewescent sound of
money.

ln her eady thirties, Suzanne Ciani is the star
oI a tiny world o{ electronic wizards who com-
bine music, enSmeering and imagination in cre-
ating high-priced sounds for television comner-
cials. ln effect, it's the art of taking existing
sounds apart, isolating their components, mix-
ing in others and then building new sounds that
improve on the original. The new sounds grab
attention, precisely t}le need of big advertisers
seeking an extra edge for their products-a
unique twan& coo, sigh or cheer that conlers in-
stant identity despite the cacophony and clutter
of TV advertising.

From the midtown studios of her production
company, Ciani/Musica, lnc., or {rom her Park
Avenue penthouse-atelier, Suzanne Ciani tums
out a dazzling array of sounds marked by a spe-
cial exuberance that has become her signature.
It's not hard to identify a Ciani commercial. In
her Atari commercial, for examplg the big
excitement comes {rom the sounds underlying
the pulsatrng music-ghostly fadeaway booms,
bright bursts of bleep as another space invader
bites the interstellar dr:st. The sounds make the
word "Atari" pretty unforgettable. The company
tumed to Ciani because, she says, "Atari's own
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game chips don't proiect as well into a cofitmer-
cial as the sounds I can make."

Ciani's recent sourid feats include a talking
dishwasher Ior General Electric Company, a
chip "voice" for a new generation ol Texas ln-
struments voice-symthesizer circuitry, the laser-
cannon zings in Meco's disco version of the Star
Wars theme and the sounds for a new line ol
elecffonic pinball machines from Bally Manu-
facturing Cornpany. Ciani approached her Bally
assignment as an exercise not only in designing
sounds but in composilg music as well. "I took
the sounds I designed for the chip--the pinging
and the chime sounds that the ball makes when
it registers a score on a conventional machine-
and integrated them into a musical composition.
When the ball is in play, the machine generates

musical pattems." The music clearly gives Bally
pinball machines a special appeal. Unlike other
composers, who are totally bound by formal mu-
sical notation and traditional instruments, Ciani
works her virtuoso performances on the speech-
sl.nthesis chip, which came into existence only
about five years ago and can be programmed to
bring lorth almost any sound the mind can con-
ceive. "Going to chip level," as Ciani describes
i! "is the most exciting, timely thing I can do."

Going to chip level achieves a remarkable
compression of in{ormation in a minuscule
space, but Ciani's key problems remain-how to
compose sounds and music. Using a micro-
processor to generate a sound is fairly simple, es-
pecially with the latest chips. But using a com-
puter to compose music is quite dilficult (see

boxl. Moreover, each of Ciani's compositions re-
quires sounds designed for a specilic use. With
the "pop and pour" of Coca-Cola bubbles, the
sound had to work within a variety of musical
styles, in different keys and with and without
the visual cue of someone opening the can, so

that it could be used with equal faciliry on tele-
vision and radib. "Lr addition," she says, "it had
to riad fast and it had to be better than real. "

To get a sound that is better than real, Ciani
works most often with her Synclavier II, a
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$60,000 piece of hardware and software that rep-
resents a major breakthrough in sound produc-
tion. Unlike the earlier analog Moog synthesiz-
er, which is familiar to rock-music {ans, or the
second-generation analog-digttal combination
the Buchla synthesizer representsi the Syncla-
vier has moved beyond to a completely digital
system that builds sound additively. "You can
do wonderful wonderful things with the Syncla-
vier," she says. "You can add up to 32 srne
waves, so it's stlong in timbre design, which al-
lows you to make very clear distinctions among
instrument colors. That, plus a frequency-modu-
lation program and a system {or combining up to
four partial trmbres wrth volume and harmonic
envelopes, lets you ffeate sounds that can range
from the unimaginable to the startlingly real. I
get a string sound that has the articulation o{ the

le new business to sustain her gains.
In her view, big companies pay a higher price:

arrested development caused by their need to
amortize vast R&,D expenditures. Slow to shift
to new circuit designs, she says, they are soon
undercut by small, new companies. "Atari, for
example, developed their own sound chip and
now they're stuck with it. They have to use it for
their next Seneration of games; they can't a{ford
not to. That opens the door for competition."

Holding on to sound equipment too long also
retards the progress oI computer-assisted musi-
cal composition, Ciani says. She points to con-
ductor Pierre Boulez's Institute {or Research and
Coordination Acoustics/Music in Paris. "They
invest in one kind of hardware, and when they
have to stick with it because of budgetary re-
stdctions, they commit themselves to the hard-
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In her tightly packed sound laboratory, which doubles as a living room, Ciani plays with equipment and jots down
desired improvements. To stay at the leading edge of the technology she buys new equipment about every six months.

bow and is absolutely real. In fact, when you
think about what this technology can do, real is
almost boring."

When Ciani receives a new piece of equip-
ment-a harmonizer, a vocoder, a time modula-
tor, digltal delays-she plays around with it and
then begrns jotting notes on desired improve-
ments. I{ Mark Clayton, her {irm's software spe-
cialist, can't fulJill her "wish lists," a quick call
to the manulacturer usually brings an engineer
running. It's fun to work with Ciani: she is ex-
tending sound technology in dynamic and often
undreamed-of ways. For Ciani, the s).nergy that
results has a price, albeit a welcome one. She has
to keep leaming more, buying more and selling
more. To stay at the leading edge of sound tech-
nology she tums over her equipment about once
every six months, and she must constantly tack-

ware and develop software only within that
realm. That drives the music in certain direc-
tions in which it might not go iI it were under
the pressures of commercial turnover."

Despite her success as a sound entrepreneur,
with a client roster of Fortune 500 companies,
Ciani sees hersell as a serious musician, just as

she has ever since she began studying music as a

child in her native Boston. She first encountered
electronic sound while maloring in composition
at Wellesley College. "I saw something at MIT
that one might call a very primitive version of a
synthesizer. This crazy person over there was
using his physics funds to design sounds and had
built a machine to do it." As a graduate student
at the University of CaliJorma at Berkeley she
discovered Mills College's Tape Music Center
and began to take electronic composition seri-
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Electronic Etudes:
The Art of Computing Music
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fhe tirsr problem in synthesizing music gen-
l- erating a sound-has been solved since the in-

vention of the telephone. In fact, any device that
can translorm electrical energy into mechanical
energy or vice versa is capable of producing a
sound, which is nothing more than the mechani-
cal vibrations of air. Such energy-converting de-
vices, called transducers, can be attached to a mi-
croprocessor that regulates voltage, so that fluctu-
ations in voltage are represented as sounds. The
next step-accurate tones-is a matter o{ writing
the appropriate software. Beyond that, however,
music svnthesis gets more dilficult.

Probably the best approach to computer-gener-
ated music is to treat composition in a hierarchi-
cal manner, since virtually all sophisticated pro-
grams are themselves hierarchical in nature. That
is, a set of instructions is designed to call up oue
subprogram that calls up other subprograms in a

sequence that must be properly executed before
the composirion returns to the main program se-
quence. Music generally exhibits a hierarchical
structure. Thus in developing algorithms that
shape number pattems into a structure oJ musical
composition, you quickly discover the advantages
of hierarchical analysis.

In a sonata, for example, the entire composition
is a hierarchy of subunits, or branches, and the
subunits of one branch are usually found in iden-
tical or varied forms in other branches. As a result
the themes contained in the exposition are also
heard in the development, recapitulation and

(Secitied by pltch. dynomics, dulolion, stort ng limes)

coda but in different keys, orders and tonalities.
Mozart employed this hierarchical structure in
the Iate l8th century when he developed a game-
like system for composing sonatas using only a
set of cards, on each ol which was a musical
phrasc, and a pair of dice. As a would-be composer
threw the dice, he referred to a set of tables that
told him which card to pull. When the sequence
of dice-throwing was completed, he could sit
down at the piano and play a sonata that obeyed
all the rules defining sonatas. Mozart's "melody
dicer," as the diversion was called, enjoyed a brief
rage among the German and Austrian bourgeoi-
sie, who regarded the ability to make music as a
mark of cultural attainment.

In computing music, so to speak, the building
of a composition resembles the accumulation of a
data base. Each musical event must be associated
with a description of its parameters down to the
note level, where the description of a particulat
sound requires such details as pitch, loudness, du-
ration and timbre. Each note's specifications
must be stored in numeric {orm within the com-
puter's memory and compiled according to the
routine describing the rules of composition ol the
particular musical form. At the point when all
note events have been assembled in their ptoper
sequence, according to the rules, music has been
wdtten. For the electronic composer, the final
touch to the piece is to translate each of those
notes into the voltage that makes a machine pro-
duce the corresponding sound.
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ously. Soon she was studying digital theory wlth
Bell Laboratories' Max Mathews, who was then
working at Stanford University's A.rtificial In-
telligence Laboratory in Palo Alto. Next, she
worked for Donald Buchla, whose sophlsticated
slmthesizers greatly extended the range and ca-
pabilities of electronic composition.

Right now, Ciani is finishing tracks for a rec-
ord of original compositions-"di{ferent from
what people expect of electronic music, much
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more sensual." The work reminds her that tech-
nology has not changed certain things {or cre-
ative people. "Picasso made sculpture out of bi-
cycle seats, and whatever was put in his hands
became art. But simply putting more equipment
into the hands of more people won't make more
artists." It might, thcugh, stimulate individual
ueativity. And that appeals to her: "I'd like to
see technology be a thing of fantasy and expres-
sion. That, I think, is its ultimate strength.// !


